Song of the Stars

Children’s Play/Dramatic Script

“It’s time! It’s time!”

Song of the Stars
A Christmas Story

By Sally Lloyd-Jones
Illustrated by Alain Jay
Narrators 1&2 stand on opposite ends of the stage

On stage to one side are woodland creatures (some standing, some kneeling)
Next to them are little flowers, standing, heads bowed

As each additional group enters they join the group on stage, building the scene as the good news is passed on so that by the end all the children are on stage ready for the arrival of the long-awaited rescuer

**Narrator 1:** The world was about to change forever. And it almost went by unnoticed …

**Narrator 2:** (quietly) But the leaves, that night, Rustled with a rumor. News rang out across the open fields. A song drifted over the hills.

**Narrator 1:** (As he speaks the owl runs through the congregation/audience) A barn owl took flight. Woodland creatures stirred *(they look up)*

**Woodland Creature leader:** It’s time!
**Woodland Creatures:** *(louder)* It’s time!

**Narrator 1:** In the pinewoods The faces of little flowers lifted to the skies …

**Flowers leader:** *(lifting their heads)* It’s time!
**Flowers:** *(louder)* It’s time!

**Narrator 2:** *(As each sea scene or creature is mentioned its picture is held up)* The skies shouted it to… The seas that thundered it to … The waves that roared it to … The great white whales that sang it to… The starfish in the deep.

**Narrator 1:** And tiny sandpipers danced it on shining sands …

*(Sandpipers dance to join the others on stage)*

**Sandpiper leader:** It’s time!
**Sandpipers:** It’s time!
Narrator 1: The running rivers bounded over boulders...
the otters clapped and played and sang to ... 
the ducklings that splashed and quacked to ... 
the salmon that leaped and leaped.
Its time!

All on stage: (louder) It’s time!

(Wild stallions appear and pound the ground with their feet)

Narrator 1: Wild stallions drummed it to the ground
Narrator 1&2: Get ready! Get ready
(louder) Be glad! Be glad!

(A lion appears on a raised platform. His head is bowed)

Narrator 1: On a lonely peak
a lion raised his strong head
(much louder) and roared it out
to the empty wilderness …

Lion: (very loud) The Mighty King!
The Prince of Peace!

(All the animals look towards the lion as children holding up stars and a group of shepherds holding lambs appear)

Narrator 2: All the stars joined together
in a chorus that rang out through the heavens …

Narrator 1&2: The Bright and Morning Star!
And on a hillside overlooking a little town
sheep nuzzled their new lambs …

Narrator 1&2: The Good Shepherd!

Narrator 1: In the little town
in a little shed
in a little window
a candle flickered in the dark.

(An army of angels run through the congregation/audience)
(louder) Suddenly angels lit up the whole sky
and a great choir sang it out loud …

Angels: It’s time! He’s come! At last! (louder) He’s here!
(All the children kneel and Mary appears and steps on to the stage holding Jesus)

**Narrator 1:** (Speaking quietly) A tiny cry rang out in the cold night air.

(A single star appears above all the children. They gaze at it)

And high above

a single star

set in the highest heavens

shone out brighter than all the others

and poured down silver

onto the little shed …

“A Light to light up

the whole world!”

(Some of the animals standing near Mary quietly gather round her, some kneeling.)

(All the children look at Jesus)

**Narrator 2:** The animals stood around his bed.

And the whole earth

and all the stars and sky

held its breath …

**Mary:** (looking up and speaking slowly) The One who made us

has come to live with us!

**Narrator 2:** A young mother

with no place to rest

nowhere to stay

kept it as a song

inside her heart …

**Mary:** Our Rescuer!

(The stage is full. The children are still)

**Narrator 2:** And they gazed in wonder

at God’s great gift.

Lying on a bed of straw

wrapped in rags—

a tiny little baby.

**Narrator 1:** Heaven’s Son

sleeping under the stars

that he made.

*A carol is sung:* O little Town of Bethlehem